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Mining Information from Microblogs during 

Disaster Events



Use of Twitter during calamities



Objective

 Broad Objective: Improve utilization of OSNs (Twitter) in the

aftermath of natural / man-made calamities, through retrieval of

useful information.



Tweet types
 Situational tweets (SA)

 inform the current situation in the disaster

 Contain help information, e.g., phone numbers of nearest hospitals

Examples:

1. RT @senthilcp: RT @Vidyut: Hyderabad blasts helpline nos +91 9391351543, 9963857749,

9440379926 Avoid making calls unless necessary

2. 15,000 tourists stranded due to landslide in Uttarakhand http://t.co/x6H9xag4Te

 Non-situational tweets (Non-SA)

 Sympathy/Request for charity

 Suggestions/Donations

 Post analysis of events

Examples:

1. RT @Varun_dvn: Extremely sad day my prayers to the victims and their families affected by 

the Hyderabad blast.

2. RT @sardesairajdeep: Why do vvips have to go to the site within an hour of the blasts? Let 

police do policing 

SA tweets – tweets providing situational updates about the event

http://t.co/x6H9xag4Te


Tweet types

 ayyo! not again! :( Blasts in Hyderabad, 7 Killed: TV REPORTS

 oh no !! unconfirmed reports that the incident in #newtown #ct may be a 

school shooting. police on the way

 may god save d rest!58 dead, over 58,000 trapped as rain batters 

Uttarakhand, UP.....

 Large number of tweets(~6-7%) contain mixture of situational and non-

situational fragments.
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Preprocessing and fragmentation

ayyo! not again! :( Blasts in Hyderabad, 7 Killed: TV REPORTS

oh no !! unconfirmed reports that the incident in #newtown #ct may be a school

shooting. police on the way

may god save d rest!58 dead, over 58,000 trapped as rain batters Uttarakhand,

UP.....

Focus on specific end-markers(!,?) to split a tweet into multiple

fragments
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Classification

• SA tweets:

– objective

– impersonal

– formal linguistic style

• Non-SA tweets:

– subjective

– personal

– Informal linguistic style

A simple approach is to use vocabulary of the event to develop a 

classifier[ICWSM 2011]

Problem:

It will become an event dependent classifier i.e. we can’t use it over other kinds 

of events

Challenge:

To develop a classifier which can capture features which remain same across 

different events



Classification

 Observation: People follow certain traits in posting different 

kinds of tweets

 Those features/signals can be captured to develop an event 

independent classifier



Proposed features
Features

Count of numerals
urgent blood required at omni hospital please 

contact 8096369999 040 67369999

Count of Intensifiers
Blasts - sadly, one of the very, very few things 

that put us on world  news!

Count of wh-words
Why don’t you submit your coalgate scam money 

to disaster

Presence of Emoticons and 

Exclamations
RT @DavaS12: RIP all you Angels ! #sandyhook 

http://t.co/yrGA39Pc

Count of personal pronouns
its just few km frm my place n i cant reach my 

people

Presence of Question Marks
another school shooting? what kind of sick 

mentality is this?? #blast

Presence of Modal Verbs
RT @PawanKalyanFan: #HyderabadBlasts we're 

talking abt it we will forget this in few days.it 

should not end here.we should find out

Fraction of Subjective Words

Count of non-situational Words 

(condemn, donate, sympathize)
Pm condemns hyderabad blast

http://t.co/yrGA39Pc


Dataset

 Events considered:

 School Shooting in Sandy Hook elementary school

 Typhoon Hagupit in Philippines

 Two bomb blasts in Hyderabad, India

 Devastating floods and landslides in Uttarakhand, India

 Earthquake in Nepal and parts of India

 Tweets collected on keyword-based matching

 Consider 5000 English tweets in chronological order



Gold standard

Random sampling of 1000 tweets

Three annotators independently annotate these tweets 

Majority verdict is taken for determining the class of 

tweets(unanimous agreement in 82% cases)



Classification results

EVENTS

HDBlast UFlood SHshoot THagupit

ICWSM PRO ICWSM PRO ICWSM PRO ICWSM PRO

HDBlast 68.509 78.245 57.682 73.540 56.845 83.162 52.515 77.257

UFlood 56.704 75.600 61.928 76.142 55.715 78.111 53.485 78.697

SHshoot 54.385 77.163 57.139 74.428 65.162 86.458 55.897 78.476

THagupit 51.052 76.923 52.862 73.667 54.361 84.574 67.549 81.898

 Proposed features perform better for both in-domain as well as 

cross-domain scenario 

 Pre-processing phase helps to improve accuracy ~4-5%

 In-domain accuracy: train and test over same event

 Cross-domain accuracy: train and test events are different
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Summarizing situational updates

 Some particular types of words play an important role in

disaster

 Consider specific types of terms (Content words)

 Numerals (number of casualties, helpline nos.)

 Locations (names of places)

 Nouns (important context words like people, hospital)

 Main Verbs (killed, injured, stranded etc.)



Change of content words

 Content words vary slowly compared to general events

 Most of the information centered around some specific words like ‘kill’, 

‘people’, ‘injure’ etc.



Objective

 Reduce redundancy in final summary

 Capturing information from diverse dimension

Removing duplicate information:

1. Following the approach proposed by Tao et al. [www 

2013]

2. Capturing semantically similar nouns and verbs and 

clubbing them into some community



Generating Semantic content words: Concept 

and Event extraction

 Nouns represent concepts and verbs represent events

 Micro level information consists of two core nuggets – a noun part, a verb part

 Develop undirected weighted graph among nouns

 Edge weights represent semantic similarity between two nouns

 Cluster similar nouns like ‘airport’ and ‘flight’

 Each cluster represents one concept

 Similarly each verb cluster represents one event

Now semantic content words are

1. Numerals

2. Locations

3. Concepts

4. Events

Objective: maximize the coverage of these semantic content words in final 

summary



ILP based solution (SEMCOWTS)

max(∑i=1…n xi + ∑j=1…m Score(j).yj)

xi, yj binary variable

xi tweet indicator, yj semantic content word 

indicator

Score(j) = tf-idf score

Constraints

∑i=1…n xi * Length(i) ≤ L
Length(i) = number of words in tweet i

L = required summary word length limit

∑i ∈ Tj xi ≥ yj  j = [1 … m]

Tj = set of tweets where content word j is present

If yj is selected then at least one tweet covering that 

word is also selected



Baselines

 COWTS: Runtime disaster specific tweet stream summarizer [ 

CIKM 2015]

 Sumblr: Runtime cluster-based tweet stream summarization 

algorithm [SIGIR 2013]

 TSum4Act: Disaster specific summarization technique based 

on LDA, NER [PAKDD 2015]

 NAVTS: Focus only on specific pos-tags ---noun, adjective 

and verbs [Socialcom 2013]

Summarize at 2 breakpoints at 2k, and 5k tweets

Generate a gold standard summary of 250 words at each breakpoint

Systems also generate summary of same number of words



Summarization results

.

Hyderabad blast

 Capturing semantic information among nouns and verbs help to include information 

from diverse dimension, reduce redundancy [COWTS]

 If number of clusters increases, determining importance of different clusters become 

difficult [Sumblr]

 TSum4Act suffers from two things --- takes large time due to iterative update and 

determining number of clusters in LDA [TSum4Act]

 Numerals play better role compared to adjectives [NAVTS] in disaster scenario



Classification-Summarization approach

 Whole tweet set creates unnecessary overload in summarization 

process

 Classification step helps to improve the accuracy of 

summarization step (10%)

Current information coverage: ~53%

Can we identify different situational subtopics and 

summarize them accordingly?

Can we increase the information coverage?

CIKM’15
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Classification of situational tweets

 Situational tweets contain various sort of information

 Subclasses for earthquake [AIDR]

 Infrastructure and utilities

 Injured or dead people

 Missing, trapped, or found people

 Displaced people

 Shelter and supplies

 Caution and advice

 Volunteer or professional services

 Animal management

 Summarization can be performed over individual classes



AIDR Classifier

 Multi-topic classifier

 Topics vary across different disasters and based on 

the needs of organizations like UNOCHA

 Unigrams, bigrams, numerals, hashtags, verbnet 

etc. used as features

 Reference:
http://chato.cl/papers/demo_2014_aidr_artificial_intelligence_disaster_response.pdf
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Objective

 Reducing redundancies in final summary

 Combining information from similar tweets

Dharara Tower built in 1832 collapses in Kathmandu during earthquake.

Historic Dharara Tower Collapses in Kathmandu after 7.9 Earthquake.

Dharara tower built in 1832 collapses in Kathmandu after 7.9 earthquake



Approach

 Generate a word graph where nodes are bigrams [deal with 

informal nature of tweets]

 Generate sentences from the word graph

 Challenge: Maintaining coherence and readability

 Favor sentences generated from a combination of 2-3 tweets

 Intra-sentence similarity

 Linguistic quality

 ILP model combining above factors



historic|dharara

1832|collapses

dharara|tower

in|1832

tower|built built|in

collapses|in

in|kathmanduduring|earthquake kathmandu|during

kathmandu|after

tower|collapses

after|7.97.9|earthquake

 Dharara Tower built in 1832 collapses in Kathmandu during earthquake.

 Historic Dharara Tower Collapses in Kathmandu after 7.9 Earthquake.



ILP based formulation

Parameters

 Score of sentences/generated paths (I(s))
 Textrank/ Centroid score

 Linguistic quality(LQ(s))
 Trigram language model

 LQ(s) = 1/(1-ll(w1,w2,…,wq))

 ll(w1,w2,…,wq) = 1/Llog2∏
q

t =3 P(wt|wt-2wt-1)



ILP based solution

max(∑i=1…n I(i).LQ(i).xi + ∑j=1…m yj)
xi, yj binary variable

xi tweet-path indicator, yj content word indicator

Constraints

∑i=1…n xi * Length(i) ≤ L
Length(i) = number of words in tweet i

L = required summary word length limit

∑i ∈ Tj xi ≥ yj  j = [1 … m]

Tj = set of paths where content word j is present

If yj is selected then at least one tweet covering that 

word is also selected

Primary Concern: runtime complexity of the summarization process

Generating word graph and sentences from whole tweet set overloads

memory as well as computational complexity

Can we reduce initial tweet set? 



Extractive-Abstractive Summarization

(cowabs)





Baselines

 COWTS: runtime content-word based tweet stream 

summarization algorithm [CIKM 2015]

 APSAL: affinity clustering based summarization technique 

[ACL 2015]

 TOWGS: runtime bigram based abstractive summarization 

algorithm [EACL 2014]

Provide summary for each of the three classes from 25th April to 27th

April

Compared against a gold standard summary report generated by 

experts like SBTF, UNOCHA

Generate a system summary of 200 words for each of the three 

classes across six days



Summarization result

Overall achieve 5-20% improvement 

over baselines 



Crowdflower annotation

 Evaluate summaries based on following criteria
 Information coverage: summary with more informative 

sentences (i.e. crisis-related information) is considered better in 

terms of information coverage

 Diversity: summary with diverse set of novel information is 

more useful



Information coverage and diversity



Summaries generated: Shelter
COWABS COWTS

15 mt relief and 96 ndrf personnel , relief 

dispatch , ndrf to nepal.

4 Tonne relief materials carrying food & 

medicines Earth excavation equipments 

have been sent to Nepal from India.

4 tonne relief materials carrying food & 

medicines earth excavation equipments 

have been sent to nepal.

PM @narendramodi is personally 

supervising relief operations Spoken to 

affected states CMs & Nepal PM , Prez .

India sends medicines , blanket & other 

relief materials dispatched from india 

already landed in nepal.

55 Gujarat Tourists in 2 tours originating 

from Ahmedabad are safe in Nepal , State 

Relief Commissioner .

Free calls to nepal pls contribute to pm's 

relief fund raise funds on indiegogolife.

India sends relief material+personnel Lets 

show solidarity trend #IndiaWithNepal .

Can we identify small scale sub-events from different subtopics?



.
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Sub-event identification

 Objective: to capture small-scale sub-events such as ‘power outage’, ‘bridge 

closure’ etc.

 sub-event as a combination of a noun and a verb where noun represents a concept 

and verb represents an event 

Class Topic-phrases

Infrastructure ‘airport shut’, ‘road crack’, ‘tower collapse’

Injured ‘casualty grow’, ‘man trap’

Missing ‘family stuck’, ‘tourist strand’

Shelter ‘material sent’, ‘relief provide’



Associating nouns with events

• Consider event words like killed, injured, died etc. [Ritter 11]

• Identify nouns directly modify the events

• #China media says buildings toppled in #Tibet [url]

• India sent 4 Ton relief material, Team of doctors to Nepal



Evaluating sub-event phrases

Sub-event phrases provide relevant as well as important situational information 

0.

0.18

0.35

0.53

0.7

PRO BTM LDA SOM

0.

0.13

0.25

0.38

0.5

0.63

PRO BTM LDA SOM

Information coverage Helpful for crisis responders



Effect of sub-events on summarization

Sub-event based summary COWABS summary

All flights canceled as airport closes down 

after quake.

Update flight operation starts from tribhuvan

international airport, kathmandu video. 

Reporter kathmandu airport closed following

6.7 aftershock no planes allowed to land.

Aftermath 7.8 earthquake in nepal this time 6.8 

(dies)

Metropolitan police department rescue team at 

airport to nepal

Nepal quake photos show historic buildings 

reduced to rubble as survivor search continues

Kathmandu airport reopened. Nepal quake 

photos show historic buildings reduced to 

rubble as survivor search continues.

Nepal death toll nears 2,000 as major 6.7 

aftershock strikes kathmandu and experts say 

disaster was a.

Death toll in the earthquake in nepal exceeded

2 thousand people

Highlighting sub-events increase readability
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Frequently changing numerals

Within 7 minutes duration three different information are floated

about casualties

Some table lookup scheme is necessary to handle such dynamic

changes

Timestamp Tweet

14:13:55 seven killed in hyderabad blast [url]

14:16:18 at least 15 feared dead in hyderabad blast, follow live

updates, [url]

14:19:01 10 killed in hyderabad blast more photos, [url]

14:20:56 hyderabad blast, 7 people are feared dead and 67 others are 

missing following a blast



Associating numerals with keywords

• Consider particular main verbs like killed, injured, died etc.

• Consider a three window based approach around the keywords

• Problem: 50 is also assigned to killed

• Solution: Can we explore dependency relations?

 15 people killed 50 injured in hyderabad blast

 Bomb blast in hyderabad killed 7 many injured



Associating numerals with keywords

• Consider particular main verbs like killed, injured, died etc.

• Identify numerals directly modify the main verbs

• Numerals modify the main verb through direct object

• Problem: PM visits blasts sites in Hyderabad, three days after

two powerful bombs killed

• Killed is modified by bomb[direct object]

• Solution: Can we impose some restriction on direct object?

• 15 people killed 50 injured in Hyderabad blast

• Killed is modified by 15 via people[direct object]



Associating numerals with keywords

• Numerals modify the main verb through direct object and that

direct object is a living entity

• Obtain a high precision of 0.95 compared to three word window

based approach



Challenges

Information is not stable and also not monotonically increasing

Some of these information may be rumors!



Actionable Information

 Two types of information

 Action required: contains information that asks for 

action to be taken by crisis responders (Govt, NGOs)

 Action taken: actions that have already been taken or 

are being taken. (humanitarian aid provided, people 

found)



Priority of Action required messages

 Priority 1 message:
 Urgent information intended for Govt, NGOs. 

 Contains detailed information (name, address of missing 

people)

 Priority 2 message:
 Some information is missing

 Needs further communication before taking action

 Priority 3 message:
 Requests or information for general public 



Category Tweets

Action taken Swayamsevak teams from Uttarakhand, Harit Pradesh, & 

Bihar will soon leave for Nepal

6 teams from NDRF base Ghaziabad and 4 teams from NDRF 

base Bathinda are being mobilized to Nepal

Action required Priority 1 Missing my friend Azhar. 23 years age. Last 

location Sindhupalchok. Pls help.

Priority 2 Please help locate my brother and his girlfriend. 

Missing in #langtang. [Name missing]

Priority 3 Google has launched a Person Finder for 

#NepalEarthquake survivors. 



Identifying Action taken tweets

 Generally contain “doing verbs" like ‘deploy’, 

‘assist’, ‘sent’ etc.

 Design a rule based classifier to detect such tweets

 Accuracy 80%



Identifying Action required tweets & priority

 Location: whether missing person location is present 

or not

 Relation: personal relations like ‘brother’, ‘husband’ 

etc.

 Name: name of missing person

 Search terms

 Phone number

 Accuracy: 74.35%



Variation over days

Over days, priority 1 and 2 category tweets i.e. information about

missing people increases



Discussion

 Beneficial to work with tweet fragments rather than tweets

 Distinct lexical and syntactic features present in a tweet can be
used to develop a SA-NSA classifier

 Content words play a key role in capturing important disaster
tweets

 Capturing semantic relation among content words is useful in
disaster scenario

 Abstractive phase helps to increase information coverage in
final summary

 Special arrangements are needed to deal with actionable
keywords and fast changing information

 Detection and filtering of false information/rumors are also
necessary



Categories of Non-situational Tweets

Sentiment/Opinion Big condolences to nepal earthquake victims, Natural 

disasters are hard to digest, #NepalEarthquake.

Political If you are linking #NepalEarthquake to Modi , Kejriwal or 

any other politician for a cheap joke toh.

Charity I donated . Please donate generously to PMNRF . 

#NepalEarthquake .

Communal @laveypj kind of vultures wait for such opportunity. To 

spread what they say is th only truth. Jesus in a natural 

disaster.

What is the scenario in which such communal tweets are posted?



Occurrence Scenario

 Man-made disaster
 if u hear terrorist shouting , allah hu akbar , & killing innocents den u

must not retaliate coz u'll b termed as islamophobe #gurdaspurattack .

[Gurudaspur Attack]

 Natural disaster
 Absolutely, at #NepalEarthquake Christian missionary vultures aided

by #Presstitutes vultures https://t.co/PGKj46F7v2 [Nepal Quake]

 Who made kashir the heaven? they r Kashmiri Pandits, Muslims

made it Hell. #SaveKashmiriPandits #kashmirFloods #Kashmir

[Kashmir Flood]

https://t.co/PGKj46F7v2


Objective

 Communal tweets can destroy communal harmony

 Detect such tweets and filter them at early stage



Classification

A simple approach is to use ngrams containing hate terms and certain 

dependencies to develop a classifier[Burnap 2014]

Problem:

It will become an event dependent classifier i.e. we can’t use it over other kinds 

of events

Challenge:

To develop a classifier which can capture features which remain more or less 

same across different events



Classification features
Feature Explanation

Presence of slang terms Terms like ‘f**k’, ‘chu***a’ are used to curse particular 

religion.

Presence of communal

slang phrases

Some words are not slang words itself but when they are 

combined with some races or religions it turns out to be a 

slang (e.g., ‘m*** pig’). Mostly present in communal 

tweets.

Presence of race terms Expected to be higher in communal tweets targeting 

particular races like ‘hindu’, ‘persian’.

Presence of negated reli-

gious phrases

phrases containing religious terms like ‘god’, ‘jesus’ 

sometimes contain negated/slang terms (e.g., ‘b*****d 

missionaries’). Expected to be higher in communal tweets.

Presence of communal

hashtags

Some hashtags are explicitly used to curse a religious 

community (e.g., ‘#SoulVultures’).



Dataset

 Events considered:

 Earthquake in Nepal and parts of India [NEquake]

 Devastating floods in Kashmir, India [KFlood]

 Shooting in Gurudaspur [GShoot]

 Tweets collected on keyword-based matching

Event #tweets #distinct users

Nepal earthquake 2,14,121 1,29,552

Kashmir flood 8910 4747

Gurudaspur attack 26,804 15,106



Gold standard

Random sampling of 2000 tweets (after removing duplicates)

Three annotators independently annotate these tweets 

Majority verdict is taken for determining the class of tweets 

(unanimous agreement in 73% cases)

We obtained 194, 92, 173 communal tweets for three events 

NEquake, KFlood, and GShoot respectively

Randomly sample same number of non-situational tweet from 

rest of the set



Classification accuracy

Train Test

NEquake KFlood GShoot

Burnap PRO Burnap PRO Burnap PRO

NEquake 79.987% 82.120% 54.167% 73.427% 60.174% 75.202%

KFlood 60.406% 79.593% 75.815% 76.552% 61.815% 73.591%

GShoot 59.644% 76.695% 53.125% 67.708% 80.093% 78.945%

Problem of the proposed approach:

If communal tweets are posted in a sarcastic way 

(e.g., Terrorists hav no religion but they hav beard. #GurdaspurAttack.)

Burnap method: Extract unigrams, bigrams, trigrams from the data and 

manually annotate whether it contains hate term or not.



Retweet Pattern

Communal tweets are retweeted more compared to random 

non-situational tweets



Study of communal users

 Analysed the users who post communal 

tweets during disaster events



User Classes

 Originators

Users who originally publish tweets on Twitter (Originator of a 

Tweet).

 Propagators

Users who Retweet other user's (Initiators) tweets.

Who are involved ? Common users or popular users

Common users: having < 5000 followers

Popular users: having >= 10000 followers



Popularity Distribution

Communal and Non-Communal 

Originators

Communal and Non-Communal 

Propagators



Questions To Answer

 Do originators also work as propagators?
 Low overlap among originators and propagators in case 

of communal tweets (0.12)

 Overlap for non-communal tweets is twice of communal 

tweets

 User overlap across different events (same 

geographical region)
 In general there is low overlap (8%) across different 

events

 Exists a small set of users participate in multiple events 



Topic Interest of Communal Users

 Popular users



Most frequent words in bio & tweet

Bio

Tweet

Communal users: hindu, india, kife, religion

Non-communal users: indian, lover, fan, music, life

Communal users: modi, media, hindu, muslim

Non-communal users: india, people, govt, politics



Interactions among users

 DENSITY: Fraction of links present in the network

 RECIPROCITY: Fraction of users who are mutual friends, 

i.e. both u->v & v->u are present

EVENT USER GROUP

MENTION NETOWRK
SUBSCRIPTION 

NETWORK

Reciprocity Density Reciprocity Density

Nepal Earthquake

Communal 4.53% 0.0032 24.94% 0.0095

Non-Communal 1.81% 0.0001 18.04% 0.0002

Gurdaspur Shootout

Communal 5.03% 0.0048 26.65% 0.0153

Non-Communal 1.45% 0.0002 18% 0.0018

Much larger fraction of the communal users interact as compared to non-communal 

users



Anti-communal tweets

 Some users post anti-communal tweets

 Users are not popular

 Challenge:

 How to promote such tweets?

Sad commentary of our times that people bring religion even into the 

devastating #NepalEarthquake

Won’t Hindus remember Shiva or Hanuman in this crisis? So what’s wrong if 

Christians remember Jesus? #NepalEarthquake

Saddened to know abt #GurdaspurAttack, pls avoid politics on terror. Act fast,  

whatever be religion of terrorists.



Further Work

 Flash Point Information

 Micro-Information

 10-15% information exclusively available in Hindi 

 Also it captures information from rural villages

 Rouge-1 Score – Around 10% improvement

 Code-switching is also there during disasters
 Yeh allah, hope everybody is safe.

 I must say that in ch****n ko jinda goli mar dena chahiye.



Research Focus – Social Sensing

Every physical and virtual system acts as a source of data

 Physical devices like smartphones and smart-sensors

 Virtual communication environments like social media and 

mass media technologies

Interestingly these data produced are (socially) connected in 

nature 

Discovering/understanding these connections may unfold deeper 

and useful patterns. 



Thank You!

CNeRG IIT  Kharagpur

www.cnerg.org

iitkgpcnerg @cnerg

http://www.cnerg.org


Group overview (started 2005)

 7 Faculty Members

 30 Graduate Students

 Around 15 Graduated

 Alumni 
 Placed in IITs, Research Labs – MSR, Adobe

 PostDoc in several universities – ETH, MPI, UMD, CNRS, NUS



Collaboration

 IIT Bombay, UMO University of Ediborough
Social Networks Transportation Networks

 University of Wroclaw UCL Belgium, Univ. La Rochelle

Network Theory Social Networks

 UiUC MPI Saarbrucken
Mobile Networks Social Networks, Machine 

Learning

 QCRI, Pennstate ICTP, Trieste
 Disaster Management Citation Network



Collaboration (Industry)

 MSR Bangalore MSR Redmond
Language Dynamics Social Network, Deep Learning

 MS IDC Hyderabad Adobe Labs
Information Retrieval Digital Marketing

 HP NetApp
Storage Analytics, Cloud Storage Analytics

 IBM IRL FlipKart
 BlockChain E-commerce



Publication

 Several Top Conferences in last 2-3 years

 WWW, INFOCOM, SIGSPATIAL, IMC, KDD, CIKM

 NIPS, ICWSM, CSCW, ACL, EMNLP, SIGIR,

 IEEE, ACM Transactions



Funding

 Major National Projects 

 Disaster Management , Online Social Networks

 Several Private Company Project

 MSR, Flipkart, HP, BEL, NetApp

 Several Company Funded Phd Fellowship

Intel, Microsoft, TCS, SAP, Google



Roadmap

 Continuous Interaction with all stakeholders of 

Research 

 Development of Intellectual Capital around the 

Broad Area of Data Science/Social Sensing

 Motivated and Enthusiastic People



Understanding Demographic 

Biases in Crowdsourced 

Recommendations 



Twitter trending topics

Example of crowdsourced 

recommendations

Topics which exhibit 

highest spike in recent 

usage by Twitter crowd



Focus of this work

Who are the people behind these 

trends?



Focus of this work

Analyze the demographics of 

crowds promoting Twitter trends



Who are the promoters of Twitter trends?

Promoters of a trend:

who used a topic before

it became trending.



Who are the promoters of Twitter trends?



Who are the promoters of Twitter trends?



Research Questions

1.How different are the trend promoters 

from Twitter’s overall population?

2.Are certain socially salient groups under-

represented among the promoters?

3.Do promoters and adopters of a trend

have different demographics?

4.What can promoter demographics tell 

about the trend content?



Demographic attributes considered

 Gender

Male/Female



Demographic attributes considered

 Gender

Male/Female

 Race

White/Black/Asian



Demographic attributes considered

 Gender
Male/Female

 Race
White/Black/Asian

 Age
Adolescent (<20)
Young (20-40)
Mid-Aged (40-65)
Old (>65)



Key challenge

How to infer demographic attributes at scale?

From the screen name 

From the profile description

From the profile image

Used Face++, a neural-network based face 
recognition tool.



Inferring demographics from profile images

Mid-Aged, White, Male Young, Asian, Female



Inferring demographics from profile images

 Also used in earlier works [Zagheni et al, WWW 2014; An and 
Weber, ICWSM 2016]

 Face++ performs reasonably well

Gender inference accuracy: 88%

Racial inference accuracy: 79%

Age-group inference accuracy: 68%

 Gathered demographic information of 1.7M+ Twitter 
users, covered by Twitter’s 1% random sample during 
July - September, 2016



Research Questions

1. How different are the trend promoters 

from Twitter’s overall population?

2. Are certain socially salient groups under-

represented among the promoters?

3. Do promoters and adopters of a trend 

have different demographics?

4. What can promoter demographics tell 

about the trend content?



Gender demographics of trend promoters

Twitter population in US

 Trend promoters 

have varied 

demographics

 Men are 

represented more

among promoters 

of 53% trends



Racial demographics of trend promoters

Twitter population in US

 Similar pattern 

considering racial 

demographics

 Whites are 

represented more

among promoters 

of 65% trends



Trend promoters differing significantly from overall population

Demographic attribute % of trends

Gender 61.23 %

Race 80.19 %

Age 76.54 %

Where difference between the demographics of promoter and 

overall population is statistically significant.
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Under-representation of socially salient groups

• A demographic group is under-represented when  

its fraction among promoters is < 80% of that in 

overall population

• Motivated by the 80% rule used by U.S. Equal 

Employment Opportunity Commission



Under-representation of socially salient groups

Women, Blacks and Mid-aged people are under-represented most.



Under-representation of socially salient groups

Considering race and gender together, 
Black women are most under-represented.
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Importance of being trending

Topics get adopted by wider population

after becoming trending
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Promoters and Trends

1. Trends express niche interest of the 

promoter groups.

2. Trends represent different perspectives

during different events.



Who-Makes-Trends: A public web service

http://twitter-app.mpi-sws.org/who-makes-

trends

http://twitter-app.mpi-sws.org/who-makes-trends

